
2nd PRETORIA SUPER CIRCUIT 3-IN-1 

DIGITAL, PRINT AND AV 

NATIONAL SALON 2013

Members of PSSA and Photographers resident in South Africa are invited to participate in the 2nd Pretoria Super Circuit 3-in-1 Digital, 
Print and AV Salon 2013.
The Salon will be conducted in accordance with the requirements and practices of PSSA.
Digital salons will be judged via remote judging. Prints and AVs will be judged at the Visual Skills School premises, the respective salon 
judges will meet, judge together and freely share there opinions prior to awarding scores (much like current honours judging).
This salon, as in the past, will be concluded with a Gala evening and a one week exhibition at VSS, AVs and digital acceptances will be 
screened regularly during this week.
The popular full-colour gloss catalogue will feature about 800 of the top acceptances and will include a DVD with AVs and all digital and 
print acceptances.

Jointly presented by:

Introduction:

Salon Calendar:

Salon Directors:

National Photographic Club (NPC), Visual Skills School (VSS) and Photo Challenge Camera Clubs (PCCC)

PSSA Approved, “B” Patronage

Closing date for all entries
Judging digital
Judging prints

Judging AVs
Results mailed

Gala evening and prize giving
Exhibition & screening

Print collection & posting

Circuit Directors: 

NPC Salon Director:
VSS Salon Director: 

PCCC Salon Director:
Print Director: 

Digital Director:
AV Director: 

19 October 2013
20-27 October 2013
2 November 2013
3 November 2013
8 November 2013
13 November 2013
16-23 November 2013 
25 November 2013

Anton Lagrange APSSA antonlagrange@gmail.com
Evelyn Gibson FPSSA EPSSA evelyng@mwebbiz.co.za
Malie van der Vyver LPSSA malievdv@tshwane.gov.za 
Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA ryno@visualskillsschool.com
Christine Waschefort APSSA christine@visualskillsschool.com
Gus Waschefort FPSS APSSA (vers) info@guswaschefort.org
Ken van Wyk FPSSA APSSA (vers) kp@bendet.com
Hein Waschefort FPSSA (dux) hein@heinwaschefort.com
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?‘Digital’ entries will be done by remote judging.
?Photos will be judged collectively at a group of sessions held at VSS.
?AVs will be judged at a screening held at VSS.
?The judges will discuss the short-listed photos to come to a conclusion for the winners as per the PSSA policy. 
?Where a majority of the adjudicators are of the opinion that an image, photo or AV does not conform to the definition of the entered 

category, the image will be rejected. 
?Any image that the Salon Director considers pornographic or offensive may, on consultation with the judges, be disqualified. 
?If two or more entries by an entrant are similar, across all genres and categories only the first image receiving an acceptance will be 

considered for special awards. 
?Images that got acceptances from the previous Pretoria Super Circuit (2012) are not eligible to be entered again.
?Entrants may be requested to provide their original unaltered photos (RAW files) for confirmation of ownership and/or digital 

manipulation performed. 

The following software-driven adjustments (selective or to the whole image) with the aim to enhance a picture is allowed.
White balance - Exposure - Contrast - Saturation - Hue - Digital noise reduction - Sharpening - Cropping 
- Resizing - Correction of lens distortion - Perspective adjustments - Removal of dust spots or scratch 
marks -Adding of a frame or border to an image - Digital techniques such as HDR, stacking and 
stitching where the end result is a faithful representation of reality.

The following software-driven adjustments (selective or to the whole image) with the aim to enhance a picture is allowed.
Moving elements in an image - Cloning in elements from another image - Duplicating elements in an 
image - Distorting elements in an image - The use of software filters to create artistic effects - The use of 
wording or text on an image = Using layers with images other than that of the original image 

Judging:

Digital Manipulation:

Allowed in all categories:

Manipulation not allowed in nature, bird and street photography:
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D I G I TA L    S A L O N

?Authors may submit up to four images per digital category. 
?If two or more entries from the same author (even in different categories) are similar, only the first one receiving an acceptance will 

be eligible for exhibition and/or award. 
?Digital images tendered for this salon may also be used in AVs tendered for this salon.
?The digital entry fee for a PSSA member is R10.00 per image (non-PSSA member R15.00). This fee includes all three salons. 
?All entries must be resized to a maximum of 1024 pixels on the horizontal axis and a maximum 768 pixels on the vertical axis. The 

inclusion of a frame or border is permissible as long as it remains within abovementioned size restriction.
?Files must be saved in the JPEG format and once compressed should be no larger than 500kb. It is recommended that the image be 

converted to the sRGB colour profile to ensure correct colours during display and judging. 
?All digital entries to be entered electronically via   only. 
?Internet payments must be made directly into 

STANDARD BANK Branch: Wonder Park
Branch code: 016145
made payable to: Photo Challenge Camera Club
Account type: PlusPlan Account
Account Number: 08 461 3505

www.photovaultonline.com

Images must be colour photos of animals, birds, insects, reptiles or marine life in natural surroundings, in such a fashion that a well 
informed person could testify as to its true representation. Human elements should not be present. 
The presence of scientific bands on animals is accepted.
Photographs of artificially produced hybrid animals/birds, domestic and farm animals/birds, mounted specimens, or obviously set 
arrangements, are ineligible. Any form of manipulation that alters the truth of the photographic statement is not allowed. Manipulation is 
not allowed, see Manipulation Not Allowed in nature, bird and street photograph

Images must be colour photos of a land-, sea- or cityscape. Human elements are accepted. Digital manipulation is allowed in this section, 
it should however not alter the reality of the image. 

Imaginative creative colour photos that pushes the borders of creativity should be entered in this category. The visual content must be of a 
modernistic nature which stimulates the mind and imagination.Images can be created digitally or in-camera. 
Manipulation is allowed but not a pre-requisite.

Any general colour type of photo, which would not fit into any of the other sections, may be entered in this category.
Manipulation is allowed. 

Rules:

Digital Colour Categories:

1. Nature general (colour): (Points towards Impala Trophy)

2. Scapes (colour): (Points towards Impala Trophy)

3. Avant Garde (colour): (Points towards Impala Trophy)

4. Open (colour): (Points towards Impala Trophy)

Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA Anton le Grange APSSA Neille Vorster LPSSA

Hein Lass APSSA Marguerite Vermeulen APSSA Pieter Cronje LPSSA

Wayne Lambert (Dipl Phot) Laetitia Kenny FPSSA Hein Waschefort FPSSA
 AVANT GARDE 

JUDGES FOR DIGITAL 

COLOUR
NPC PCCC VSS

Hein Waschefort FPSSA Evelyn Gibson FPSSA Anton le Grange ?

Niekie van Zyl LPSSA Ken van Wyk FPSSA Johan Scott APSSA

Gus Waschefort FPSSA Gonnie  Myburgh APSSA Henning de Beer FPSSA
NATURE GENERAL

JUDGES FOR DIGITAL 

COLOUR
NPC PCCC VSS

Dawn van Staden LPSSA Pieter Cronje LPSSA Evelyn Gibson FPSSA

Sarel Naude APSSA Francois Loubser FPSSA Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA

Johan Scott APSSA Mali van der Vyver LPSSA Lizel van Zyl APSSA
SCAPES

JUDGES FOR DIGITAL 

COLOUR
NPC PCCC VSS

Evelyn Gibson FPSSA Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA Marguerite Vermeulen APSSA

Mali van der Vyver LPSSA Hein Waschefort FPSSA Laetitia Kenny FPSSA

Bibi Andrews APSSA Christine Waschefort APSSA Hein Lass APSSA
OPEN

JUDGES FOR DIGITAL 

COLOUR
NPC PCCC VSS



Monochrome nature images of animals, birds, insects, reptiles, marine or plant life, in such a fashion that a well informed person will be 
able to testify to its true presentation. Images depicting cultivated plants, domestic animals, still life studies, mounted specimens or 
museum exhibits are not allowed. The presence of scientific bands on wild animals are acceptable. This category can include nature 
scapes (no human elements) and macro. Images must be black and white or toned entirely in a single colour, ranging from visual black 
through to visual white or steps thereof, a single colour tone varying from standard grey may be used as an over-all colour (for example 
sepia), any localized colour or extra colour is not allowed. Manipulation is not allowed see Manipulation Not Allowed in nature, bird and 
street photography

Any general type of monochrome image, which would not fit into above (nature) sections, may be entered in this category. Images must 
be black and white or toned entirely in a single colour, ranging from visual black through to visual white or steps thereof, a single colour 
tone varying from standard grey may be used as an over-all colour (for example sepia), any localized colour or extra colour is not allowed.
Manipulation is allowed.

Digital Monochrome Categories:

1. Nature general (monochrome): (Points towards Mono league)

2. . Open (monochrome): points towards Mono league

Gonnie  Myburgh APSSA Henning de Beer FPSSA Mali van der Vyver LPSSA

Francois Loubser APSSA Anton le Grange APSSA Gus Waschefort FPSSA

Rick Venter Bibi Andrews APSSA Hein Waschefort FPSSA

JUDGES FOR DIGITAL 

MONOCHROME
NPC PCCC VSS

NATURE GENERAL

Evelyn Gibson FPSSA Hein Lass APSSA Ken van Wyk FPSSA

Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA Anne d'Oliveira APSSA Sarel Naude APSSA

Mali van der Vyver LPSSA Nicole Kenny LPSSA Morne Grobeler APSSA
OPEN

JUDGES FOR DIGITAL 

MONOCHROME
NPC PCCC VSS

P r i n t   S a l o n s

?The print entry fee for a PSSA member is R50.00 per category (non-PSSA member R80.00) this fee includes all three salons. 
Maximum of four prints per category.

?The fees above do not include postage and courier cost for returning of prints. Sufficient additional postage must accompany all 
entries. Courier returns must have a Waybill together with account number or courier fees should accompany your entry.

?Prints must not be mounted, a 5mm border is suggested for display pegs.
?Maximum size of prints: 305mm X 420mm (approximately A3)
?Minimum size of prints: 210mm X 300mm (approximately A4)
?A self adhesive label with: Category - Title and number (1-4) - Author and name and an arrow indicating top of image (orientation) 

must be on back of each print. 
?All entries must be send to: 

By Post: P O Box 17863 - Pretoria North 0116
Hand Delivery: 186 Jack Hindon Street - Pretoria North

?For entries submitted by registered post or Speed Services, the tracking number MUST be advised by e-mail to Gus Waschefort to 
ensure timely delivery.

?Print Entry form  must be completed and 
returned to Gus Waschefort with proof of payment.

?Digital file of print is preferred for a good quality catalogue image and authors should forward these files to 
hein@heinwaschefort.com file size should not exceed 2000 pixels on longest aspect.

?Best print of salon will make the cover of the catalogue and a much bigger file for this will be requested from winning author.

www.visualskillsschool.com/2013%20Super%20Circuit/excel/print%20entry%20form.xls

Prints can be colour or monochrome images of animals (excluding birds), insects, reptiles or marine life in natural surroundings, in such a 
fashion that a well informed person could testify as to its true representation. Human elements should not be present. 
The presence of scientific bands on animals are accepted.
Photographs of artificially produced hybrid animals, domestic and farm animals, mounted specimens, or obviously set arrangements, are 
ineligible. Any form of manipulation that alters the truth of the photographic statement is not allowed. Manipulation is not allowed see 
Manipulation Not Allowed in nature, bird and street photograph.

JUDGES TO BE CONFIRMED SOON

Rules:

Print Categories:

1. Nature general: points towards Impala Trophy
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Prints can be colour or monochrome images of birds, the main subject of the photo must be a bird or birds; in natural surroundings, in 
such a fashion that a well informed person could testify as to its true representation. Human elements should not be present. Photographs 
of artificially produced hybrid birds, domestic and farm birds, mounted specimens, or obviously set arrangements, are ineligible. Any 
form of manipulation that alters the truth of the photographic statement is not allowed. Manipulation is not allowed see Manipulation Not 
Allowed in nature, bird and street photograph

JUDGES TO BE CONFIRMED SOON

Only monochrome prints allowed. Candid photos taken in public spaces which includes human elements. Street photography is a form of 
photography that is centred on a person or people in a candid situation within a public space, e.g. streets, parks, beaches, malls, etc. 
Images with highest impact are generally of activities where the person/persons is/are is not aware of the camera. Manipulation is not 
allowed see Manipulation Not Allowed in nature, bird and street photograph

JUDGES TO BE CONFIRMED SOON

Imaginative creative colour or monochrome photos that pushes the borders of creativity should be entered in this category. The visual 
content must be of a modernistic nature which stimulates the mind and imagination.
Image can be created digitally or in-camera. 
Manipulation is allowed but not a pre-requisite.

JUDGES TO BE CONFIRMED SOON

Only monochrome prints allowed. Photos of human portraits must be entered in this section. No pet or animal portraits are allowed. Image 
must be black and white or toned entirely in a single colour, ranging from visual black through to visual white or steps there of, a single 
colour tone varying from standard gray may be used as an over-all colour (for example sepia), any localized colour or extra colour is not 
allowed.
Manipulation is allowed.

JUDGES TO BE CONFIRMED SOON

Prints can be colour or monochrome images. Any general type of photo, which would not fit into any of the other sections, may be entered 
in this category.
Manipulation is allowed.

JUDGES TO BE CONFIRMED SOON

2. Nature birds only: points towards Impala Trophy

3. Street photography (monochrome): points towards Impala Trophy

4. Avant Garde (colour and monochrome): points towards Impala Trophy

5. Human Portrait (monochrome): points towards Impala Trophy

6. Open: points towards Impala Trophy
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A U D I O   V I S U A L

?The AV entry fee for a PSSA member is R60.00 per category (non-PSSA member R90.00). This fee includes all three salons. This fee 
does not include return postage, entrants DVDs and CDs will be destroyed at conclusion of salon. 

?AV Entry format   must be completed and 
returned to hein@heinwaschefort.com with proof of payment. 

?Two categories may be entered: 
Section 1 - Avant Garde (stretch the imagination)- maximum 4 minutes
Section 2 - Documentary- Maximum 4 minutes

?AVs must be self executable on PC format, an opening page is allowed (after all a book has got a cover), AV do not need to auto shut 
down (our judges do know where the escape button is).

?Resolution from 1024 x 768 pixels (4:3 aspect ratio) up to 1920 x 1080 pixels (16:9 aspect ratio) may be submitted.
?The use of archival third party images irrespective of its source, is recommended to be used only as documentary reference where it 

would have been impossible for the producer of the AV to have made the image himself.
?All third party images must be appropriately identified and credited. 
?Submission of an entry implies that the entrant has obtained any necessary licence's or permission to use any copyright material 

included in the sequence. Proof of copy release may be requested by the AV salon director.
?All accepted AVs will be subjected to a screening by the AV salon director in order to detect obvious infringements of copyright 

(intellectual property). AVs with obvious copyright infringements will be disqualified.

It must be noted that PSSA, and the AV salon director, whilst doing their best to protect intellectual property cannot be held responsible 
for individuals who do not comply with the rules and regulations stipulated. 

Your AV DVD/CD entry must include:
?Your self extracting AV files, files names must correspond with names on the entry form.
?A jpeg 'AV poster' for each sequence entered (maximum 2000 X 2000pixels) of your production, samples on right.
?Proof of payment and excel entry form.
?All entries must be sent to: 
?By Post: P O Box 17863 - Pretoria North 0116
?Hand Delivery: 186 Jack Hindon Street - Pretoria North
?Drop Box to hein@heinwaschefort.com can be used by prior arrangement with Hein Waschefort.

www.visualskillsschool.com/2013%20Super%20Circuit/excel/AV%20entry%20form.xls

The visual content and sound must be of a modernistic nature which stimulates the mind and imagination. Avant Garde in art can be seen 
as a step ahead of contemporary imagery and therefore allows for an extreme visual experience. 
Manipulation to its extremes are allowed but not a prerequisite. AV can be colour or monochrome or a mix of the two disciplines. Video 
clips are allowed but should not be more than 50% of production time.

Documentary AVs constitute a broad category of non-fictional genres intended to document some aspect of reality, primarily for the 
purposes of instruction or maintaining a historical record. 
Preferably the content of these AVs should mostly be created photographically by the author. Third party images are allowed but must 
comply with abovementioned rules and stipulations. The use of third party images that could have been made by the author will be 
penalized. Video clips are allowed but should not be more than 30% of production time. Manipulation is allowed but should not interfere 
with the visual truth of the story.

Rules:

AV Categories:

1. Avant Garde (stretch your imagination) - max 4 minutes.

2. Documentary- max 4 minutes

?All images submitted in this salon shall originate as photographs by the entrant either digitally or on 
photographic film. 

?By virtue of submitting an entry, the photographer certifies the work as his/her own.
?The entered material may be used free of charge for publication or display in media related to the salon, 

including posting on a web site, and of course in the 100 page full colour catalogue featuring all accepted 
images. 

?Great care will be taken to protect the authors’ intellectual property, however, this salon cannot assume liability 
of any misuse of copyright. 

?The use of the images shall be restricted to judging, subsequent printing in the (electronic and hard copy) 
catalogue, display/exhibition of the accepted images and winning images may be printed in the Image magazine.

?No direct family member of any of the judges will be allowed top awards for any specific Salon category judged 
by the family member.

Final Notes:
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Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA Hein Lass APSSA Hein Waschefort FPSSA(dux)

AV OPEN Adri van Oudheusden FPSSA Christine Waschefort APSSA Anthonie van der Walt (B-hon film production)

Renette Kriel LPSSA Anne d'Oliveira APSSA Roel van Oudheusden

Hein Lass APSSA Hein Waschefort FPSSA(dux) Ryno Oosthuizen APSSA

AV DOCUMENTARY Christine Waschefort APSSA Anthonie van der Walt (B-hon film production) Adri van Oudheusden FPSSA

Anne d'Oliveira APSSA Roel van Oudheusden Renette Kriel LPSSA

JUDGES FOR           

AUDIO VISUAL
NPC PCCC VSS


